Abstract. A domain of bounded holomorphy in a complex analytic manifold is a maximal domain for which every bounded holomorphic function has a bounded analytic continuation. In this paper, we show that this is a local property: if, for each boundary point of a domain, there exists a bounded holomorphic function which cannot be continued to any neighborhood of the point, then there exists a single bounded holomorphic function which cannot be continued to any neighborhood of the boundary points.
Introduction.. Let X be a topological space. A subset D of X is said to be a region if it is open and it is said to be a domain if it is open and connected. We denote by N(p) a fundamental system of open neighborhoods of p, where pe X.
1. Definition. Let X be a topological space and U be an open subset of X. Let C(U) be the family of all continuous complex-valued functions on U, then C(U) is an algebra with 1, and it is equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of U. For a pair of open subsets U and F in X such that V<= U we define ttuv: C(U) -> C(V) by nuvf=f\ V. Let A(U) be a subalgebra of C(U) with 1 and we assume that ttuvA(U)<=A(V); then we call A = {A(U), ttuv} a presheaf of algebras of functions. A presheaf A has the local belonging property if, for all open sets U of X and f in C(U), for every p e U there is VeN(p), V<^U, such thatf\ Ve A(v); thenfe A(U).
A sheaf A of algebras of functions is a presheaf of algebras of functions with the local belonging property. A is said to be a ringed structure on X and the pair (X, A) is said to be a ringed space. The functions in A(U) are ^(-holomorphic functions. We note that A(U) has the relative topology induced by the topology on C(U).
A ringed structure A on X is an «-dimensional complex analytic structure on X if for all x e X there are U e N(x) and/,...
,fn e A(U) such that [August is a homeomorphism of U onto F(U) with the properties: F (U) is open in Cn and for all W open c{/, {fo(F\W)~1 : fe A(W)} = 0(F(W)), where 0 is a complex analytic structure on C". If Z is a hausdorff space we call this pair (A", ^4) a complex analytic manifold.
For a subset 1/ of X, ^(f7) is quasi-analytic if for all nonempty open subsets V of Í/ and for/ g in ^4(i/) such that/=g on V then f=g on £/. We give a characterization of quasi-analyticity in terms of the hausdorffness of the topology on A in the following proposition. The proof may be found in (3).
2. Proposition. Let (X, A) be a ringed space with X a locally connected hausdorff space. Then A is hausdorff if and only if A(U) is quasi-analytic for all connected subsets U of X. A is said to be montel if for an open set U in X and F<=A(U) there is ATK>0 such that \\f\\K<MK for all/eF and for all compact subsets K of U; then F is relatively compact in A(U).
A is c.o. complete if for all open subsets U in A', /í(í/) is complete in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of U.
We note that an analytic structure A in a complex analytic manifold (X, A) has the montel property, and it is hausdorff and c.o. complete.
We show that the weak bounded holomorphy is a local property in the following theorem.
4. Lemma. Let (X, A) be a ringed space. We assume that X is a locally compact and locally connected hausdorff space, and A is hausdorff, c.o. complete and montel. Let D be a region in X and p e D-D such that X is first countable at p. Let B be a closed (relative to the topology of uniform convergence on D) subalgebra of B(D). Then these are equivalent :
(Io) For every Ua e N(p) there is a function fa e B which cannot be extended to U. (2°) There is a function fe B which cannot be extended to any neighborhood of P.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (Io) implies (2°). Let {Um : meZ+} be a countable nested basis of open neighborhood of p. Let Bx(Um, n) = {fe B : f=g\D where g e B(D u Um) and ||g||t;m^«}, neZ+. We claim that Bx(Um, ri) is a closed nowhere dense subset of B. For closedness, let {/} be any net in Bx(Um, ri) converging uniformly on D to / We note that {/J is c.o. convergent to / Let {gk} <=B(D u Um) suchthatgfc|T)=/fc, \\gk\\Um = n, keZ+. {gk} is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of D u Um. Since A is montel {gk} is relatively compact in A(D u Um). Thus there is a subnet {g¡}<z{gk} which converges to g e A(D u Um). Nowlim0 .0.g)|7) = limc.0. /•=/sog|Z)=/and since \\g)\\Um¿nforjeZ+, \\g\\Um^n, which concludes that fe Bx(Um, «). For nowhere denseness, let Bx(Um, n) = UnBx(Um,n). Take feB-Bx(Um) and define g,-J-f+h for heBx(Um,n), jeZ+. Then gj $ Bx(Um)=> Bx(Um, n) and limigy = n. Since« is an arbitrary element of Bx(Um,n), int Bx(Um,n)=0. Let Bx = \J {Bx(Um) : meZ+} and B2 = {f e B : f can he extended to some neighborhood of /»}. Then Bx = B2. Now since B has the baire property, Bx g B. Hence there is/e B -Bx, sof$ B2, /cannot be extended to any neighborhood of p. We give a characterization of a region of bounded holomorphy by a local property in the next theorem.
8. Lemma. Let (X, A) be a ringed space. We assume that X is a locally compact and locally connected hausdorff space and A is hausdorff, c.o. complete, and montel. Let D be a region in X and p e D-D such that X is first countable at p. Let B be a closed (relative to the topology of uniform convergence on D) subalgebra of B(D). Then these are equivalent:
(Io) For every Ua e N(p) and every connected component £lae of UaC\ D there is fae e B such that faß has no continuation to Ua.
(2°) There is fe B such that for all He N(p) and for all connected components Ü. of U n D,f has no continuation to Ua, i.e. p is a boundary singularity for f Proof. It suffices to show that (Io) implies (2°). Let {Ua : a e Z+} be a countable nested basis of open neighborhoods of p and let {Qaß : ßeZ+} be a countable family of connected components of Ua n D. Let Bx(ilaß,ri) = {feB : there is g e B(Ua) such that/=g on QaB and ||g|[t/0^n}, neZ+. Then as in the proof of Lemma 4, Bx(ilaß, ri) isa closed nowhere dense subset of B. Let Bx = Ua,/¡,n Ex(ilaB, ri) and let B2 = {fe B : /can be continued to some neighborhood of/?}. Then BX = B2, and since BX^B there is an/e B-B2.
9. Theorem. Let (X, A) be a ringed space. We assume that X is a locally compact, locally connected hausdorff space and A is hausdorff, c.o. complete and montel. Let D be a region in X such that D-D is separable and X is first countable on D-D. Let B be a closed subalgebra of B(D). Then these are equivalent:
(Io) For every p e D-D there is a function fpe B for which p is a boundary singularity.
(2°) There is a function fe B for which every boundary point is a boundary singularity.
Proof follows by the lemma and in a similar way as the proof of Theorem 5.
Corollary. Let (X, A) be a complex analytic manifold and D be a region in Xsuch that D-D is separable. Let B = B(D). Then these are equivalent: (1°) For every p e D-D there isfp e B for which p is a boundary singularity. (2°) D is a region of bounded holomorphy.
In the following, we show that a weak region of bounded holomorphy is a region of bounded holomorphy when the region is locally connected on the boundary. 13. Theorem. Let (X, A) be a ringed space. We assume that X is a locally compact, locally connected hausdorff space, and A is hausdorff, c.o. complete and montel. Let D be a region in X which is locally connected on the boundary. Let B be a closed subalgebra of B(D). Then these are equivalent:
(Io) There is a function fe B which cannot be extended beyond D.
(2°) There is a function fe B which cannot be continued beyond D.
Proof. It is immediate from the lemma.
14. Corollary. Let (X, A) be a complex analytic manifold. Let D be a region which is locally connected on the boundary. Then these are equivalent:
(Io) D is a weak region of bounded holomorphy. (2°) D is a region of bounded holomorphy.
We investigate regions of bounded holomorphy in (Cn, 0). First, we have a useful lemma for searching domains of bounded holomorphy. 
